Abstract-3-D coordinate transformation, which is based on aligning two sets of common reference points, is frequently applied in large-scale combined measurement to unify coordinate frames and tie individual measurement systems together. However, it introduces uncertainty into the final measurement results. This uncertainty must be quantified to make the results complete. This paper presents a novel approach to the uncertainty analysis of 3-D coordinate transformation based on the weighted total least squares adjustment. This approach takes full account of the uncertainty characteristics of measuring instruments and is simple in calculation. In this approach, the transformation uncertainty of a point in a world frame is analyzed carefully. The simulations show that the transformation uncertainty has a distribution of concentric ellipsoids and is affected by the measurement uncertainties and layout of common points. Besides, strategies for minimizing transformation uncertainty are recommended. The experimental results from a laser tracker prove that this proposed approach is valid under normal instrument operating conditions and that these strategies are feasible and efficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE-SCALE 3-D coordinate measurement has become routine in industries such as giant antenna, aircraft, and ship construction. Since objects are usually large in size and rich with obstructions, many on-site measurement tasks require a combination of multiple measuring instruments. These instruments are tied together by 3-D coordinate transformation, which is based on aligning two sets of common reference points [1] - [3] . Any 3-D coordinate transformation method introduces uncertainty into the measurement results. This uncertainty must be quantified to ensure accurate and precise representation of its effects on the final measurement results. Moreover, it must be minimized with appropriate measurement configurations in on-site measurement tasks.
The importance of uncertainty estimation in 3-D coordinate transformation has been recognized in precision measurement. Yan and Menq [4] constructed a sensitivity matrix to link the coordinate transformation uncertainty and points' geometric errors. However, this approach assumes that a deterministic surface adequately representing the measured points can be easily constructed, which may not always be available. Che and Ni [5] proposed a coordinate transformation uncertainty assessment approach based on constrained optimization. This approach can be used for nonorthogonal coordinates. However, it is computationally complex, since higher derivatives of the objective function are necessary to propagate uncertainty. In addition, and importantly, the aforementioned approaches are studied based on the coordinate measuring machine, so they assume that a point's measurement uncertainty conforms nicely to the x-, y-, and z-axis representations (σ xy = σ yz = σ zx ). Unfortunately, 3-D coordinate transformation uncertainty estimation has received less attention in large-scale metrology. Owing to the popularization of nonorthogonal coordinate measurement systems, such as theodolite, laser tracker, and iGPS, measurement uncertainty no longer conforms to the x-, y-, and z-axis representations [6] - [9] . Therefore, the aforementioned approaches cannot be adopted directly, and new estimation methods must consider the error characteristics of each system. The unified spatial metrology network (USMN), which combines measurements from multiple systems into a network complete with measurement uncertainty, was suggested in [3] and has been applied in commercial software spatial analyzer [10] . Since USMN is based on the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, it can handle all the recognized sources of uncertainty; however, it is computationally more expensive than analytical methods [11] . In addition, current studies have focused only on quantifying the transformation uncertainty, but have not involved addition optimization around 3-D coordinate transformation process, such as optimization of common-point layout, instrument type, and placement. This paper develops a novel 3-D coordinate transformation uncertainty estimation approach based on weighted total least squares (WTLS) adjustment, and analyzes the distribution of transformation uncertainty and its influencing factors. The aim is to recommend optimized strategies for minimizing transformation uncertainty in addition to quantifying it. where the subscript W means the points in world coordinate frame {W } and the subscript M means the corresponding points in measuring coordinate frame {M}. R is the rotation matrix from {M} to {W } and a function of the three rotation angles α, β, and γ R = ⎡ ⎣ cos α cos β cos α sin β sin γ − sin α cos γ cos α sin β cos γ + sin α sin γ sin α cos β − sin β sin α sin β sin γ + cos α cos γ cos β sin γ sin α sin β cos γ − cos α sin γ cos β cos γ
T is the translation vector given by T = [ x y z] T and k is the scale factor. Equation (2) shows the nonlinear structure of matrix R. If the transformation parameters are estimated by nonconstrained optimization or constrained optimization method, higher derivatives of the objective function are necessary to compute their uncertainties, resulting in excessive calculation [12] . In surveying and geodesy, matrix R is usually linearized based on small rotation angles to simplify solution. Thus a linear model, the Bursa-Wolf model [13] , [14] , is adopted. In addition, Zeng and Tao [15] show that the error of rotation angle introduced by this model is less than 10 −3 arc s, when rotation angle is within 2 arc s.
To satisfy rotation angles of any magnitude, an intermediate coordinate frame {M1} is introduced between {M} and {W }; in other words, the transformation between {M} and {W } is divided into two steps by {M1} as in (3) . {M1} is a rigid rotation of {M} as in (3a), which is calculated by 3-2-1 nesting method [3] , [5] . Then the transformation between {M1} and {W } satisfies the Bursa-Wolf model, as shown in (3b). In addition, the price paid (in the uncertainty budget) for this two-step transformation will be illustrated
where the subscript M1 means the points in intermediate coordinate frame {M1}. R 0 is the rotation matrix from {M} to {M1}. α , β , and γ are the rotation angles between {M1} and {W }.
Assume n pairs of common points (n > 3) are measured, the complete equation is ⎡
III. WEIGHTED TOTAL LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT AND WEIGHT CALCULATION For (5), measurement errors exist in each common point in each coordinate frame such that both the vector B and matrix A include unknown errors. Therefore, (5) is an errorsin-variables (EIV) model, and its solving approach must treat vector B and matrix A symmetrically. Obviously, least squares adjustment is not feasible, since it assumes that the matrix A is error free. Besides, the approach must consider the uncertainty ellipsoid for each common point due to different error characteristics of different instruments. WTLS adjustment aims at estimating the vector X in EIV models and easily applies weights to subequations [16] - [19] . Moreover, WTLS adjustment provides an explicit formula to express the uncertainty of vector X so that calculation is simplified effectively. Therefore, WTLS adjustment is adopted in this paper.
A. Weighted Total Least Squares Adjustment Method
The WTLS adjustment is conceptually symbolized as
where B is an observation vector affected by a random vector e B , and A is a coefficient matrix with full column rank affected by a random matrix E A . X is the unknown parameter vector. The stochastic properties of the vectors e B and e A are characterized by e B e A ∼ 0 0
where e A = vec(E A ), the symbol vec denotes the operator that converts a matrix to a column vector by stacking one column of this matrix underneath the previous one. Q B A e A , subject to (6).
Several algorithms have been developed to solve the WTLS problem [18] , [19] . Here, an iterative method proposed in [19] is adopted, because there are no demands on the structure of the covariance matrix Q A . Then, not only is the vector X estimated but also its covariance matrix, DX , is solved
where
is the predicted residual matrix, I 3n is a 3n × 3n unit matrix, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecher-Zehfuss product of matrices, defined
Covariance matrix DX means the uncertainties of the seven transformation parameters, and it will be used to assess worldframe point's transformation uncertainty in Section IV.
B. Weighting by Measurement Uncertainty
Matrices Q B and Q A are the covariance matrices of vectors e B and e A , respectively; thus, they consist of the measurement uncertainties of the common points in {W } and {M1}.
Here, point uncertainty is represented by covariance matrix, and
Usually, a point's measurement uncertainty results from the uncertainties in the native sensor values and the conversion model of the measuring instrument. Take a laser tracker, for example. When measuring a point, a laser tracker provides a distance value (l) and two angle values (horizontal angle θ and vertical angle ϕ). In addition, manufacturers state the interferometer (or absolute) distance uncertainty (σ l ) and the angle uncertainty (σ θ and σ ϕ ) in its specifications, as shown in Table I in Section V. Then the distance and angles are converted to the point coordinates
During the conversion, uncertainty propagates from the native sensor values to point coordinates. In other words, according to the covariance propagation law, point's covariance matrix (Q P ) is derived from the covariance matrix of the sensor values as follows:
is the covariance matrix of the sensor values and consist of the distance uncertainty and the angle uncertainties, and J is the Jacobian matrix of (11) .
According to vector B, matrix Q B is a block diagonal matrix with diagonal of covariance matrix of each common point in {W}, assuming coordinates between different points are uncorrelated and
where Q P W i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n is the covariance matrix of common point P i in {W }.
Similarly, matrix Q A is filled with variances and covariance of common points in {M1} according to vec(A). Since the points in {M1} are rigid rotated from {M} by R 0 and no addition uncertainties are involved during this transformation, the covariance matrix Q P M1 is derived from the matrix Q P M with a similarity transformation [20] 
IV. WORLD-FRAME POINT'S TRANSFORMATION UNCERTAINTY AND ITS INFLUENCING FACTORS After calculating the uncertainties of the transformation parameters from {M1} to {W }, their effects on the final measurement results will be analyzed. First, a general formula is derived, which is for the transformation uncertainty of any point in {W } transformed by the estimated transformation parameters. Then the distribution of the transformation uncertainty is simulated. Finally, the factors influencing the transformation uncertainty are analyzed. 
A. World-Frame Point's Transformation Uncertainty
Since no addition uncertainties are involved during the rigid rotation R 0 , the covariance matrix of P W can be computed by the covariance propagation law
where Q X 0 is the covariance matrix of vector X 0 , which is composed of the covariance among the transformation parameters and that of P M , and
Note that the off-diagonal terms are all zeroes in the above matrix. The underlying assumption here is that transformation and measurement are two separate activities. Df(X 0 ) in (16) is the Jacobian matrix and is expressed as
Covariance matrix Q P W represents the uncertainty ellipsoid of world-frame point's transformation uncertainty. Its eigenvectors give the directions of the principal axes of the uncertainty ellipsoid, and its eigenvalues give the variances along these principal axes
where U P W is a numerical representation of world-frame point's transformation uncertainty and means the overall uncertainty of this point.
B. Spatial Distribution of World-Frame Point's Transformation Uncertainty
Both Q P W and U P W are broken into two parts. The first term R R 0 Q P M R T 0 R T is an orthogonal transformation of the covariance matrix Q P M , so its trace is equal to the trace of Q P M . The second term A P DXA T P or its trace depends not only on the covariance among the transformation parameters but also on the coordinates of the transformed point. In other words, the transformation uncertainty level in the whole measurement volume is not homogeneous. Here, three simulated functional images of the overall uncertainty U P W with the same configuration and different error models are shown in Fig. 1: Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b)-(d) shows the spatial distributions of the overall uncertainty (1 − σ ) with different measurement error models; Fig. 1(b) assumes the measurement error in each coordinate frame has an independent, isotropic, and homogeneous distribution; Fig. 1(c) assumes that both coordinate frames are laser tracker systems; Fig. 1(d) assumes the measuring coordinate frame is a double-theodolite system; and in Fig. 1(b)-(d) , points in the same surface have the same overall uncertainty and darker color of the surface means a higher uncertainty. Fig. 1 shows that the distribution of the transformation uncertainty is a group of concentric ellipsoids; the center point is with the minimum overall uncertainty and moving a point farther from the center increases its uncertainty.
Equations (19) and (20), and Fig. 1 all implicate that some criteria to choose the positions in the measurement volume are necessary to minimize the transformation uncertainty.
C. Factors Influencing a World-Frame Point's Transformation Uncertainty
The two parts in (19) and (20) indicate that if the transformation matrix is perfect, the measurement uncertainty of the transformed point in {M} is the only error source. However, since uncertainties in the estimation of the transformation parameters are inevitable, the second part cannot be ignored. The factors influencing transformation uncertainty will now be analyzed, and some strategies for minimizing the uncertainty will be presented.
First, the measurement uncertainty of the transformed point in {M} is caused by the measurement activity. Thus, its magnitude cannot be minimized during coordinate transformation while its orientation is changed. This section assumes that the measurement uncertainty of each transformed point is Q P M = σ 2 I 3n , where σ = 0.02 mm.
Second, in terms of optimization, three common points are required to solve (5), and more common points result in more redundant constraints. Hence, it is obvious that the transformation uncertainty decreases as more common points are added. In view of the workload and cost for on-site measurement tasks, 6-10 common points are recommended in practical application.
Third, (9) shows that the covariance matrix of the transformation parameters DX is determined by the measurement uncertainties and coordinates (layout) of common points. These two aspects will be analyzed separately in the following.
1) Impact of Measurement Uncertainties of Common Points:
This section uses the uncertainties in the x-axis of common points as an example to illustrate the impact of the measurement uncertainty of common points on the transformation uncertainty; the conclusion can be generalized to the uncertainty in any direction of the common points.
A 3-D coordinate transformation is simulated with six common points arranged at random in a 10 m × 10 m × 4-m measurement volume, and a sampling grid of 21 × 21 × 21 points are set as the test points. The measurement uncertainty of each common point is assumed to be Q P = Diag(σ 2 x σ 2 y σ 2 z ). During the simulation, σ x is varied from 0 to 0.2 mm, while σ y and σ z are 0.02 mm. The graphs in Fig. 2 show the mean values (1 − σ ) of the overall uncertainties and the x-, y-, and z-axis uncertainty components of test points: Fig. 2(a) shows the results with uncertainties of the world-frame common points varied and Fig. 2(b) shows those with uncertainties of the measuring-frame common points varied.
From these graphs, we observe the following. 1) Increasing the x-axis uncertainty components of common points in {W } only increases the overall uncertainty and the x-axis uncertainty component of the test point significantly, with little impact on the y-and z-axis components of the transformation uncertainty. 2) Increasing the x-axis uncertainty component of common points in {M} increases the overall uncertainty as well as the x-, y-, and z-axis uncertainty components of the test point. In addition, the proportion of one component in the overall uncertainty is determined by the rotation between {M} and {W }.
3) The measurement uncertainties of common points in both {W } and {M} have the same impact on the magnitude of the overall uncertainty. Hence, decreasing common points' uncertainties is an efficient way to minimize transformation uncertainty. In largescale metrology, this can be achieved using more accurate instruments or rearranging the relative positions of common points and the instrument. If the transformation uncertainty in a specific direction must be limited, decreasing the uncertainty component in that direction of common points in {W } is recommended.
2) Impact of Common-Point Layout: This section uses several 2-D layouts in the xoy plane as an example to illustrate the impact of the common-point layout; the conclusion can be generalized to 3-D layouts. In each layout, six common points and two groups of test points x and y are arranged, assuming that all common points have the same measurement uncertainties, Q P = σ 2 I 3n , where σ = 0.02 mm.
First, four specific O-layouts are compared, three with uniform distributions and diameters of 10 m [ Fig. 3(a) ], 5 m [ Fig. 3(b) ], 14 m [ Fig. 3(c) ], respectively, and one with a nonuniform distribution and a 10-m diameter [ Fig. 3(d) ], as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the overall uncertainties (1 − σ ) of test points in Fig. 3(a)-(d) . From the figures, the following facts are clear.
1) The layouts that fully surround the measurement area are optimal. If not, the transformation uncertainty increases rapidly, especially for the test points outside the common-point circle. 2) On the premise of 1), expanding the area encircled by the common points produces a little reduction in transformation uncertainty. 3) Whether the distribution is uniform or not has little effect on the mean transformation uncertainty. Second, two C-layouts with common points placed on a 10-m diameter semicircle along test points x and y, respectively, are compared, as shown in Fig. 5 , with the results summarized in Fig. 6 . It is obvious that compared with the test points perpendicular to the direction of common points, the uncertainties of the test points along the direction of common points is decreased more by the C-shaped layout.
Third, the x, y, and z uncertainty components of test points x in Figs. 3(a) and 5(a) and (b) are compared in Fig. 7 . From the figures, the following facts are obvious.
1) In each layout, the x-axis uncertainty component is equal to the y-axis component.
2) The x-and y-axis uncertainty components are decreased more than the z-axis component. 3) Compared with the C-shaped layout, the O-shaped layout minimizes the z-axis uncertainty component effectively. In summary, the common points must encircle the entire measurement volume, and as the encircled area expands, the uncertainty decreases. If this is infeasible due to obstructions, the C-shaped layout along the direction of transformed points is recommended. To limit the uncertainty in a specific direction, a 2-D layout parallel to this direction is adequate.
Owing to the inhomogeneous distribution of the measurement uncertainty of nonorthogonal coordinate measurement systems in measurement volume, expanding the area encircled by common points frequently results in an increase in the measurement uncertainties of those points. Hence in practical application, a compromise must be made between decreasing the uncertainties of common points and expanding the volume they encircled.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To verify the proposed 3-D coordinate transformation uncertainty estimation approach (analytical approach) and the influencing factors, two experiments were conducted with a Leica AT901-LR laser tracker. The uncertainty parameters [in maximum permissible error (MPE)] of the laser tracker [21] , [22] are listed in Table I . Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted to validate the analytical approach and to illustrate the strategies recommended in Section IV-C, respectively.
A. Verification of Analytical Approach
Experiment 1 was conducted in a 10 m × 10 m × 3 m volume, with the setup shown in Fig. 8 . Six common points were arranged surrounding 75 test points. The two tracker positions were approximately 1 m from the volume and 8.5 m apart. The test results for 3-D coordinate transformation were analyzed using the analytical approach and the MC simulation [23] . For the MC simulation, the sample size was 10 000 and transformation model was the quaternion model [24] .
For the transformation uncertainty, the components of the analytical approach and the MC simulation are differenced and plotted in Fig. 9 . It is seen that the values obtained using the analytical approach are less than those obtained using the MC simulation. The mean difference (1 − σ ) is about 2 μm and the maximum is less than 4.5 μm. These discrepancies are caused primarily by three factors. First, (8) takes full account of common points' uncertainties, while the quaternion model does not. This is one advantage of the analytical approach. Next, two-step transformation is adopted between {M} and {W }, in which the rotation matrix between {M1} and {W } is linearized by small angles. Finally, the higher order terms are neglected in the covariance propagation law. To verify these discrepancies, the test results were analyzed again, assuming that the measurement uncertainties of the individual points are the same, in other words, neglecting the first factor. Then the mean difference is reduced to 1 μm, with the maximum less than 2 μm. This means that compared with the quaternion model, the WTLS-based model can minimize the transformation uncertainty and that the errors introduced by both the two-step transformation and the covariance propagation law are small enough to be accepted under normal instrument operating conditions.
Another distinction between the analytical approach and the MC simulation is the computational expense. The two approaches ran in MATLAB R2009a on a Core-i5 2.8-GHz machine. The analytical approach took less than 0.2 s and occupied less than 0.14 MB, while the MC simulation executed in 2 s and occupied 72 MB. It is clear that the MC simulation is computationally more expensive than the analytical approach, and this expense grows exponentially as the number of measured points increases.
B. Verification of Influencing Factors
In the common-point layout in Experiment 1, the maximum transformation uncertainty is greater than 0.095 mm, and the uncertainty introduced by 3-D coordinate transformation [part 2 in (20), introduced uncertainty] is approximately 0.06 mm, while the measurement uncertainties of test points [part 1 in (20) ] are less than 0.075 mm. In Experiment 2, to illustrate the strategies recommended in Section IV-C, the measurement specification assumes that the introduced uncertainty at each test point is within 0.04 mm and common points are rearranged. The setup is shown in Fig. 10 , and the introduced uncertainties in Experiments 1 and 2 are compared in Fig. 11 . For the laser tracker, the distance measurement value is much more accurate than the angular measurement value. Thus, a point's measurement uncertainty has a flattened shape perpendicular to the radial. In addition, owing to the spherical coordinates model, moving a point farther from the instrument increases its uncertainty.
The graphs in Fig. 11 show that in Experiment 1, the test points where the introduced uncertainties exceed 0.04 mm are all near common points C2-C4, and the z-axis uncertainty component accounts for a large proportion. This is because the uncertainties of common points C2-C4 are greater than those of other common points, and the 2-D common-point layout makes it difficult to reduce the introduced uncertainty in the z-axis. Therefore in Fig. 10 , points C2-C4 are replaced with two O-shaped layouts of common points C 1-C 4 and C 5-C 8 to minimize the introduced uncertainty, especially the z-axis component. Then to balance the accuracy and the workloads, the three points C1, C5, and C6 are reduced to the two points C 9 and C 10.
In addition, two other layouts are considered: an O-layout similar to that of Experiment 1 and a double-decker O-layout. In both layouts, at least 14 common points are required. Therefore, the layout in Fig. 10 meets the measurement specification with the fewest workloads. This means that the strategies recommended in Section IV-C are helpful for minimizing transformation uncertainty and reducing measurement cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
The WTLS-based 3-D coordinate transformation uncertainty estimation approach was discussed in detail. This approach satisfies any rotation angle and uses information from the instruments' uncertainty characteristics fully. In addition, it has the advantages of simplification and less calculation. The MC simulation was used to validate this approach, resulting in the finding that the two-step transformation is justified for normal instrument operating conditions. The transformation uncertainty was found to depend on a point's position, and its distribution rule is a group of concentric ellipsoids. Through the simulation, the impacts of the measurement uncertainties and layout of common points on transformation uncertainty were analyzed in detail and some strategies on measurement configurations were recommended. The experimental results demonstrated that these strategies minimize transformation uncertainty and reduce measurement cost effectively. Hence, the proposed approach can be adapted easily to the uncertainty evaluation of 3-D coordinate transformation results in largescale metrology, and the recommended strategies can optimize common-point layout, instrument type, and placement in the on-site measurement tasks efficiently. 
